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^-L"et-us_.1oln l a a t r i b u t e of matoiexy-^te-tke faj£h-a^--<tevottoTr-ef.-^he 'six Alliance missionaries who gave t h e i r l i v e s when the
Ban-me-too-it s t a t i o n was orerrun by the N^rth V-..taamese g u e r i l l a
forces in l a t e January, 1968.
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ttuny of us knew them as dear friends
Bob Zieraer, Ed and R th
\ Thompson, Carolyn Griswold and her father Leon, and missionary
\ n u r s e «,,th Wilting.
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Normally Ban-me-too-it i s qi l e t , as in t h i s scene looking acro»s
the Vietnamese road to the mission compound and the t r i b a l church,
For years there have been rumors, rumors — aSH- more rumors—
and the missionaries learned to discount them as they moved
ahead with t h e i r necessary d a i l y t a s k s
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Not u n t i l a few years ago did Americans hear of Banmethuot. W en
Alliance missionaries went to the t r i b a l areas in the central
highlands 35 years ago, they knew Banmethuet only as a name
printed on a French c o l o n i a l map.
T^e arrow shows the location
of Banmethuot in r e l a t i o n to Saigon in the south.
n
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In recent y e a r s , missionaries in Banmethuot have grown accustomed to
the c l a t t e r of Viet C«ng attacks on American and a l l i e d military
i n s t a l l a t i o n s . The t r i a n g l e area i s the American helicopter base
with the c i t y of Banmethuot in the background.
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In peace time, i f you wanted to reach the Alliance mission compound
as you neared Banmethuot by road, you would just follow the highway
u n t i l i t turns into the wooded area at the upper r i g h t .
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Banmethuot, like other cities in the Far East, has its own answer
to the taxicab problem — ^ a special kind of gasoline jitney.
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N w, this is not much of a bridge, but it crosses a small stream
outside of Banmethuot and connects the Alliance mission property
with a Vietnamese villageo HTvJe
7FM roofs lndioateithe white houses in
Q

which the missionaries lived.
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A closer view of the missionary property showing the buildings
as they were before the 1968 assault. The low structure at the_
right is the Bible school for tribal students, with- gardens£in
the foreground.
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The mission nurses generally saw nothing very e x c i t i n g when they
glanced out of t h e i r windows — Just a quiet s t r e e t scene on a
hot afternoon.
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When Carolyn Griswold looked from a window of her home, at left, the
sight of an elephant on the road would be a reminder that her
aartfwd adopted home in V^et ham was far from Wy,ite Plains, N . Y.
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Carolyn, an effective missionary in Viet Nam for 15 years, was joined
by her father on the field in 1966. H had volunteered to spend
several retirement years aiding the mission office staff.
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Carolyn's neighbors, the senior missionaries at Banmethuot, the
Robert Zieraers, w « £ daughter M iriam while she was on holiday
from the high school in Malaysia.
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Miss R^th Wilting of Cleveland was amonr; the mission nurses called of
God to perform a double service in V^et Jfcm— witnessing the Gospel
and treating the tribal people afflicted with leprosy.
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The genial Thompsons, Edward and Ruth, were in Banmethuot throughout
1967 studying the Min-ong tribal language and preparing to move
into Min-ong country near the Cambodian border in 1968. The
Thompsons had been veteran missionaries in Cambodia until forced
from that country in 1965.
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Many opportunities kept the missionaries busy even though travel
was restricted by the war conditions. Throughout 1967, Richard
Phillips moved ahead with literacy and translation projects at
Banmethuot.
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Mrs. Phillips, also a full-time i n t B g t e n a j y - , assists her husband
in the important translation work. Mr. and M . Biillips and
their small children were at Kontura when the fatal attack
was launched on Banmethuot, but because of a similar attack
at Kontura, they spent three nights xntizx in a bunker
under heavy bombardment before being rescued by allied forces.
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in ministering to a tribe almost completely illiterate, the
missionaries teach the people to read, using the Laubaoh literacy
charts. The next step, then, is to translate portions of
the Scriptures for the people to read in their own language.
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The Banmethuot Bible School .through the years^has trained the
evangelical pastors and church leaders for all of the tribal
groups in the highland areas. Today, this building is only
a burned-out shell, with all equipment g o n e — looted, a«d- burned.
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These two national, brethren assumed full direction and
administration of the Bible school lai^T SeptemberV Bnnxfi
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Don't you think they are now asking if the Alliance is coming
back to aid them in restoring this important training ministry?
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Bob Ziemer, long identified as principal of the Bible school, gladly
stepped down laefc^yoar when the national church was able to take
over the administration. Bob continued as a highly effective
teacher and counsellor of the young men studying for the ministry.
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T^e 1967 class of students and staff at the Bjble school, who did not
get a chance to finish their term because of the violence
which erupted at the end of January.
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Th« missionaries hare had great hopes for Christian leadership
among the tribal young people. This young man, one of
Carolyn G iswold 's 'jewels', had complete responsibility
r

for the 1967 youth conference for the district.
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In spite of dangers and difficulties of travel on the roads
haunted by the V^et Cong, a hundred Christian young people
came in all directions from the tribes.
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This yeung pastor aid wife, standing by the vehicle, are rightfully
happy because they won the conferenoe award for bringing the
largest number of delegates.
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Leprosy and other diseases have a great headstart among the tribal
people of Viet Nam. The missionaries have maintained a clinic
and emergency treatment center at Banmethuot under the direction
of the nurses.
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Miss Olive Kingsbury, who escaped the recent tragedy because she
herself was in <jfa^trongj for a physical checkup, teaches
the gospel as part of the rural leprosy clinic program.
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Miss Betty dsen, missionary nurse who was b o m on the mission field
in Africa where her parents serve, aided in the treatment of
leprosy patients. She was taken captive by the V^et Cong
after shewing outstanding bravery during the attack on the compoundi
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Known as the district treatment team, these young men had assumed
much of the war-time responsibility for delivering necessary
medicines to outpatients in the area around Banmethuot.
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Many, the name Banmethuot meant The Leprosarium. Actually, the
leprosarium is in the forest several miles from Banmethuot, and
contrary to first reports, it escaped damage during the iet
Cong offensive.
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Dy. Ardel Vietti of Houston was the medical director of the
leprosarium until she was kidnapped by the V^et °©ng in 1962,
Her national assistant has made a fine record directing the
work of the leprosarium since that time.
beep
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Mrs. Betty Mitchell with her children before they came home from
Viet Nam in 1967. The husband and father, Aj.chie Mitchell, was
ctptured with Dr. Vietti in 1962. feither has been heard from
since they were kidnapped. Dan Gerber was the third person
taken by the iet °eng in 1962.
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Tve military airplane is the aerial taxieab for missionaries,
church officials and other guests who come to Viet Nam these
days, because of the great dangers on the roadways.
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^ Part of the Alliance missionary family at Banmethuot jp»e« after
a farewell for departing g u e B t s at the helicopter base air strip.
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Tpe xgrng singing Rilermo brothers were flown in to Banmethuot
at the time of the dedication of the new tribal church at Christmas,
1967.
B b Ziemer watches as one of the tribal girls makes the
traditional gift presentation.
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The Banmethuot tribal Christians; are /$ proud of their lovely new
church which seats several hundred persons. Much of the cost
was met by their own tithes and donations. These are the Raday
people who have assumed a deep relationship nfxfcprfcrfct as Christian
brothers and sisters of the Alliance missionaries, even though
this has meant added threats from the Viet Cong,
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Ra-day pastor EE-NEWEY shown in front of the new church building
as it was under construction. When the Viet ''ong retreated
Y hi
after the carnage of their Banmethuot assault, this pastor was
S
one of the Christian church leaders taken prisoner with Betty Olsen.
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This attractive tribal girl was engaged to the oldest son of
Pastor EE-Newey.
She and a younger sister were on the mission
compound helping care for the pastor's two sons, badly burned
by napalm.
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After the

N r t h Vietnamese
0
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raiders killed Bob Ziemer,

they went into this building and shot to death the feur Ra-day
young people.
Their crime?
T^ey were Christians and
friends of the Americans]
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These four young tribal Christians are burled with the three
Alliance missionaries where they were violently murdered in
a hastily-dug bunker.
Of Sfe Ruth and Ed Thompson, an American Captain at
graveside said with reverence: "Together in life — together in death",
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After the toatti fierce battle, everything is in ruins on the
mission compound except the new Ra-day church. Note the
complete shanbles at left—formerly a Vietnamese village.
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The large, new church was left in sound condition, even though
roof and walls show the marks of shells and bullets.
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A closer view of the ruined mission compound.

In the foreground

is the burned-out Ziemer house, the rubble of the Thompson house •*-<»
at the left.
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The

modest clinic building was gutted by fire, with loss of a
large supply of medicines.
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The front of the '•iemer house, completely gutted by the explosion and fire,
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This is all that was left standing of thehouse in which the
Phillips family lived.
M . Phillips/found only three books
from his large library.
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In the first explosion, Leon Grlswold died in this debris.
Carolyn, pinned under heavy beams, received fatal injuries, and
to the battle,^eould not be removed for eight hours.
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Ah, yes
•
there are missionary graves on Alliance fields
all around the world.,
Yet, as n»*partners, we
rejoice that while fls^e a buries His workers, He K also
carries on His work.
e

Young men. . a** young women . . there a « places'
for you to fill in Viet Nam, if G d is calling you there.
0

Mothers and fathers, friends of the gospel message, there
is a great crisis need for ^Sr^sacrificial etsllaxx dollars,
for we

MUST

In memoriam, will
you to do &r

YOU

just now ?
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do that which the Lord/iasksn^

